SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR VISITING CAMP

In order to provide the safest environment, the following safety requirement must be followed:

LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT CODE:

- Fires, whether inside or outside should never be left alone and should always be monitored by an adult. Plugged in appliances should not to be left unattended.

- Each camp site may park one vehicle at the site. Please back vehicle to parking area to allow for easy departure during an emergency. Caregivers may drop off and pick up scouts in the main parking lot.

- For health, fire and safety, please do not move the beds; no jumping from bed to bed.

- All Girl Scout ceremonies with candles must be used outdoors. Candles with wicks are prohibited indoors.

SMOKING

- Please smoke in designated areas: only at a fire scar and never in the presence of girls. Cigarette butts must be packed out and not left at the fire scar or on the property grounds.

CAMP ENVIRONMENT

- The speed limit at camp is 5 mph regardless of camp. Girls are playing, hiking and exploring! For their safety please limit car activity. Wagon carts are available to transport gear from the parking lot to your reserved site.

- Please use Painters tape (or similar product) to hang up materials.

- Unless reserved by the Troop/Group, entry to other camp units, archery range, pool, buildings and low ropes/high ropes are not permitted.

- Quiet time is from 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.

- Please dispose of trash and recyclables before final checkout. Dumpsters and recycling bins are located:
  - Camp Ledgewood – next to Low Lodge
  - Camp Sugarbush – next to the Lodge
  - Camp Timberlane – behind Stocker Lodge